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Executive Summary

El Salvador has emerged from a devastating civil war with burgeoning democratic institutions and a vibrant civil society, but is plagued by violence, corruption, and impunity. The country has made important strides in recognizing Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) rights, most notably through Presidential Decree 56. The decree, issued in 2010, prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity in the public sector and creates a Directorate for Sexual Diversity within the Secretariat for Social Inclusion. However, to create meaningful change for LGBT Salvadorans, stronger legal protections are needed (1) to identify and to ensure accountability for violence and hate-motivated crimes perpetrated by individual and state actors; (2) to combat private sector discrimination, particularly in employment and education; and (3) to enforce standards and sanction public sector employees regarding equal and fair treatment for LGBT individuals, particularly in the areas of criminal justice and health care.

This report is an assessment of the current human rights situation of LGBT community members in El Salvador. The report documents the priority issues identified by community members, examines the applicable human rights norms and standards, reviews current efforts to address these problems, and offers recommendations for law and policy reform. This evaluation is based on analysis of relevant international and national laws and policies, published documentation of abuses against LGBT individuals in El Salvador, and twenty seven individual and group interviews conducted in El Salvador and by telephone with dozens of stakeholders between February 2011 and November 2011, including government officials, advocates, and LGBT community members.

VIOLENCE AND IMPUNITY

Epidemic levels of violent crime and alarming rates of impunity are the backdrop against which LGBT individuals experience violence and harassment. Attacks against community members are perpetrated by private actors, particularly gangs, but also by members of the police. The failure of the criminal justice system to recognize and investigate LGBT hate crimes leaves LGBT individuals vulnerable to attack and without redress. In particular, transgender individuals have been the target of brutal murders that show clear signs of animus. Most of these cases are not investigated and none have resulted in a successful prosecution.

DISCRIMINATION IN HEALTH CARE

El Salvador has steadily strengthened its health care system to address HIV/AIDS but epidemic levels continue to plague vulnerable communities. Among these communities are men who have sex with men, with a prevalence rate of HIV infection of 17 percent (the highest in Central America) and the transgender community, with a prevalence rate of 23.7 percent. Salvadoran civil society organizations have taken the lead in coordinating prevention campaigns, testing, and treatment. The Ministry of Health is slowly making advances, most notably for the LGBT community. Ministerial Decree 202, issued in 2009, prohibits discrimination against LGBT individuals in the health sector. A 2001 HIV Law offers some protections to people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA), although legislation to increase such safeguards has been drafted and is currently pending. The proposed law would strengthen legal protections for PLWHA, extend responsibility for the realization of rights among various government ministries, and increase access to testing. Currently, the provision of health care
both for PLWHA and the LGBT community remains fraught with problems, including harassment at the entrances of health clinics, discrimination by health care professionals, and uneven access to treatment.

**DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT**

LGBT individuals face discrimination in gaining entry to higher education and securing employment. They are also subjected to discrimination during the course of employment. In particular, transgender individuals report difficulties because they are unable to change their name and gender on their national identity documents, which do not match their physical appearance. Many educational institutions and employers require that transgender individuals modify their appearance so that it coincides with their identity document, or reject them outright on that basis. Many employers in the private sector also unlawfully require HIV testing as a prerequisite for employment or for continued employment. While decrees exist to protect individuals from discrimination in the public sector, no laws exist to protect the rights of LGBT individuals in the private sector. The Public Defender’s Office (PGR) is able to bring claims for employment discrimination against private sector employers but has never filed a claim on behalf of LGBT individuals and only two representing PLWHA.

El Salvador stands at a crossroads and is poised to be a leader in the Central American region on LGBT rights. Legislative reform, administrative accountability, and public awareness campaigns are all needed to make the ideal of equality a reality for LGBT Salvadorans.

**Summary Recommendations**

**LEGISLATIVE REFORM**

*To the President and the Legislative Assembly:*

» Amend Article 3 of the Constitution to include LGBT individuals as a protected class on the grounds of gender identity and sexual orientation;

» Pass anti-discrimination legislation explicitly protecting LGBT individuals from all forms of discrimination in the public and private sector;

» Pass legislation providing for the legal recognition of the right to identity, and to permit individuals to change their name and gender on official identity documents (DUI) without any requirement of medical intervention; and

» Immediately pass and implement the proposed HIV Law.

**INSTITUTIONAL ACTION**

*To the National Civilian Police (PNC) and the Office of the Attorney General:*

» Immediately open an investigation of the targeted murders of members of the LGBT community, including the homicides of the summer of 2009;

» Expand and deepen training of police officers on their human rights obligations and duty to adhere to Presidential Decree 56; and

» Institute a zero tolerance policy for members of the police who commit assault and other rights violations.
To the Human Rights Ombudsman (PDDH)
» Increase the staffing and resources of the HIV Unit to receive and investigates complaints on behalf of PLWHA.

To the Public Defender’s Office (PGR):
» Expand the capacity of the Worker’s Rights Defense Unit to represent PLWHA through the assignment of staff focused on claims against employers who discriminate based on HIV status, as well as those who require HIV testing or seek to ascertain the HIV status of their employees.

To the Ministry of Health:
» Increase access to comprehensive and continuous care for PLWHA; and
» Ensure that private security personnel are appropriately trained on non-discrimination and sanctioned for restricting access to care, harassing patients, or violating confidentiality standards.

TRAINING & AWARENESS

To the Human Rights Ombudsman (PDDH):
» Implement a comprehensive training plan in coordination with the Sexual Diversity Directorate for police and all government employees regarding Presidential Decree 56 and the duty to fulfill its mandate.

To the Public Defender’s Office (PGR):
» Increase awareness within the Public Defender’s Office regarding the LGBT community and PLWHA in order for personnel to identify and respond to specific forms of discrimination facing these communities.

To the Ministry of Health:
» Educate health staff on the needs of LGBT patients and PLWHA and how to provide appropriate and comprehensive medical care to these communities.

To the Ministry of Education:
» Initiate trainings for educators and administrators about the LGBT community and PLWHA and reinforce the obligation to provide a safe learning environment for students, regardless of their sexual orientation, gender identity, or HIV status, or that of their family members.

Notes: Executive Summary
Glossary of Terms

In order to ensure a consistent understanding of how identity groups and their members are referenced in this report, the following is a brief explanation of relevant terms.

**Sexual Diversity** is a phrase used in Latin America to describe a full range of sexualities and gender identities, including LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender).

**Sexual Orientation** refers to the emotional and sexual attraction one feels to another based on the gender of the other individual. Terms used to describe specific sexual orientation identities include bisexual, gay, homosexual, or lesbian.

**MSM** (men who have sex with men) refers to men who may or may not self-identify as gay or bisexual but who engage in sex acts with other men.

**Homophobia** is fear of and prejudice toward people who identify as LGBT.

**Biological Sex** refers to the classification of a person’s body at birth as male or female based on biological factors.

**Gender Identity** refers to an individual’s internal sense of being male or female, or something in between or other than male and female. Biological sex may or may not have any bearing on a person’s gender identity.

**Gender Expression** refers to the external characteristics and behaviors that are socially classified as “masculine” or “feminine.” Biological sex may or may not have any bearing on a person’s gender expression.

**Transgender** is used in the report as an overarching term to encompass individuals who are transsexual, travesti, and transgender. Individuals who identify as transgender or trans experience their gender identity differently than the biological sex they were assigned at birth.

**Transsexual** refers to an individual who has undergone or is in the process of undergoing a physical transition through medical interventions in order that his or her physical sex corresponds to the person’s gender identity.

**Travesti** is a term used in Latin America to describe someone designated as “male” at birth and whose gender identity is female; a travesti may or may not decide to alter her body.

**Transphobia** is fear of and prejudice toward people who are transgender.

**PLWHA** refers to people living with HIV/AIDS.

Notes: Glossary of Terms

1 In developing this glossary of terms, the author relied on definitions from the Transgender, Gender Variant, and Intersex Justice Project and from the report Not Worth a Penny - Human Rights Abuses against Transgender People in Honduras, Human Rights Watch (May 2009), [http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/honduras0509web_0.pdf](http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/honduras0509web_0.pdf) [last visited May 17, 2012].

2 Intersex is a term to describe a person born with some combination of anatomical and chromosomal characteristics that are not reflective of the medical definitions of biologically male or biologically female.
Introduction

El Salvador, the smallest and most densely populated Central American country, experienced a bloody civil war from 1980 until 1992. Since the government and guerrilla forces formally ended the 12-year conflict through a UN-brokered peace agreement the country has seen its democratic institutions solidify in the intervening years. Nevertheless, the conflict continues to haunt Salvadoran society with a pervasive legacy of violence, corruption, and impunity.

It is against this backdrop that members of the country’s lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) community struggle for recognition and full enjoyment of their rights. While the challenges of LGBT Salvadorans reflect the range of problems that all Salvadorans face as they strive to fulfill basic needs and access opportunities for a better future, LGBT community members also confront a deep stigmatization that renders them both invisible and targets for abuse and discrimination. These violations largely go unaddressed.

The Salvadoran government has begun to recognize the human rights concerns of the LGBT community and community members have made great strides in realizing their rights within the current legal structure and advocating for reform. Nevertheless, there are few legal protections afforded LGBT individuals and those that exist are weak and frequently unenforced.

The purpose of this report is to present a human rights assessment of the status and treatment of LGBT individuals in El Salvador. The report identifies the most urgent issues as reported by community members, analyzes the applicable human rights norms and standards, and identifies barriers to the fulfillment of basic human rights. With these concerns in focus, the report also highlights current efforts to address these problems and offers recommendations to prevent abuses as well as strengthen mechanisms of redress.

The LGBT community in El Salvador is comprised of a diverse set of individuals and communities and this report seeks to reflect the range of perspectives and experiences of these communities. However, this report does not exhaust the scope and nature of the human rights vulnerabilities of the LGBT community and its members. Nevertheless, the report provides a foundation upon which further work can and should be undertaken.

This report is based on an analysis of relevant international and national laws and policies, published documentation of abuses against LGBT individuals in El Salvador, as well as twenty-seven interviews with dozens of stakeholders. In February 2011, representatives of the International Human Rights Law Clinic (Clinic) conducted interviews with members of seventeen civil society organizations. At that time the Clinic also met with self-identified members of the LGBT community and conducted individual and small group interviews. All interviews were conducted in Spanish. In addition, interviews were conducted with ten government representatives from six government departments including the Director of Sexual Diversity, the Ombudsman for the Defense of Human Rights, the Director of the HIV Unit within the Office of the Ombudsman, representatives of the Ministry of Health’s HIV/AIDS program, the Human Rights Division of the National Civilian Police, and the Office of the Public Defender.

Notes: Introduction

International and Regional Legal Frameworks Protecting LGBT Rights

Recent developments in human rights law at the international and regional levels have strengthened norms to address the human rights of LGBT individuals.

The Yogyakarta Principles represent the first comprehensive articulation of how international human rights standards apply to protect sexual orientation and gender identity. A group of distinguished jurists, academics, former United Nations officials, and other human rights experts drafted the Principles, which were released in March 2007. The Principles affirm the obligations of state as well as non-state actors to respect and fulfill the rights enshrined in the instrument.

Since their release, the Yogyakarta Principles have been employed in submissions to the UN Human Rights Council as part of the Universal Periodic Review (the process by which a state’s compliance with its treaty obligations is reviewed), and by various states that recognize the Principles as a guideline for their domestic policies.

More recently, in June 2011, the United Nations Human Rights Council passed an historic resolution on human rights, sexual orientation, and gender identity. The resolution expressed concern over acts of violence and discrimination targeting individuals based on their sexual orientation and gender identity and requested that the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights undertake a study documenting discriminatory laws and practices and analyzing how “international human rights law can be used to end violence and related human rights violations based on sexual orientation and gender identity.”

At the regional level, the Organization of American States (OAS), the inter-governmental regional body of the Americas, has increased its attention to violence and discrimination against LGBT individuals. In June 2011, the OAS passed a Resolution urging states to adopt policies to combat discrimination against individuals because of their sexual orientation and gender identity. Additionally, the Resolution condemns acts of violence against LGBT individuals and urges states to ensure that such violations are investigated and those responsible are brought to justice.

In November 2011, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR or Commission), one of two autonomous human rights bodies of the OAS, committed itself to the creation of a Unit on the Rights of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, and Intersex Persons, to strengthen the Commission’s capacity to protect the rights of these communities.

El Salvador has ratified most major international human rights treaties, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT), and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). At the regional level, El Salvador is a state party to the American Convention on Human Rights, the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“Protocol of San Salvador”), the Inter-American Convention to Prevent and Punish Torture, and the Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment, and Eradication of Violence against Women (“Convention of Belem Do Para”). The country’s constitution recognizes the supremacy of international conventions over national law.

El Salvador is therefore bound by key international and regional human rights treaties to respect, protect, and fulfill fundamental rights by refraining from abuses, implementing effective measures to prevent abuses, and providing for mechanisms of redress where violations do occur. Although no treaty explicitly addresses the rights of sexual minorities in its text, treaty-monitoring bodies...
have interpreted several of these instruments to include protections against discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity. What results is a patchwork of protections for the LGBT community.

Below is a summary of international and regional human rights legal protections applicable to LGBT individuals in El Salvador. Grouped thematically, relevant human rights protections and their sources are identified and an analysis of their applicability to the LGBT context is outlined.

Equal Protection of the Law and Non-Discrimination

The right to equal protection of the law and non-discrimination is enshrined in Articles 2 and 26 of the ICCPR. The Human Rights Committee (Committee) – the body of independent experts that interprets and applies the ICCPR – found the Convention to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. Other UN human rights treaty bodies have also noted that discrimination on account of sexual orientation is prohibited under the terms of the human rights treaties which they interpret and monitor, respectively.

The Committee has criticized the failure of states to effectively train law enforcement on the rights of sexual minorities, the failure to combat employment-related discrimination against these communities, the lack of investigation into crimes against LGBT individuals, and the criminalization of same-sex relations. In its 2003 Concluding Observations to El Salvador, the Committee identified that the state used domestic criminal laws “to discriminate against people on account of their sexual orientation,” and recommended that El Salvador provide adequate protection against discrimination on this basis.

At the regional level, the American Convention on Human Rights (American Convention) contains anti-discrimination provisions similar to those contained in the ICCPR, recognizing that all persons are equal before the law, and fundamental rights are to be respected without discrimination based on sex or any other social condition (emphasis added). In the landmark case Atala Riffó and daughters v. Chile, challenging a legal order that revoked a lesbian mother’s custody of her children due to her sexual orientation, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights found that, while sexual orientation and gender identity do not appear in the text of the non-discrimination clause of the American Convention, both are protected under the “other social condition” provision of the treaty such that Chile had violated the petitioner’s right to non-discrimination and equal treatment under the law. The Court further found that “the alleged lack of a consensus domestically in some countries for the full respect for the rights of sexual minorities cannot be considered a valid argument to deny or restrict their human rights or to perpetuate and reproduce the discrimination that these minorities have suffered historically and structurally.”

Right to Privacy

The right to privacy is protected by the ICCPR and guarantees that “[n]o one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence.” This concept of privacy includes private adult consensual activity. The American Convention similarly guarantees the right against arbitrary and abusive interference into an individual’s private life. In the Atala case, the Inter-American Court recognized that private life is a broad concept which includes both an individual’s self-perception and the right to form relationships with other persons, including a sex life, and is protected under the American Convention from arbitrary interference by the state and third parties.

Right to Life, Liberty, and Security

The right to life, liberty, and security of person is enshrined in the ICCPR and the American Convention. The ICCPR guarantees that no individual will be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention, or arbitrarily deprived of his or her life. In reviewing El Salvador’s compliance with the treaty,
the Human Rights Committee expressed concern regarding the number of individuals attacked and killed as a result of their sexual orientation, and the lack of investigations into these acts. The Committee recommended that El Salvador “provide effective protection against violence… based on sexual orientation.” Additionally, the UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions also urged the government of El Salvador to investigate and “take the necessary steps to protect members of sexual minorities from violence and extrajudicial killings.”

The OAS recently condemned “acts of violence and human rights violations committed against persons because of their sexual orientation and gender identity,” and encouraged states “to take all necessary measures to ensure that acts of violence… are not committed against persons because of their sexual orientation.”

Protection against Torture, Inhuman, and Degrading Treatment

The protection against torture, inhuman and degrading treatment is enunciated in the ICCPR and obligates states to protect individuals from mistreatment inflicted by those acting in an official as well as a private capacity. Under the UN torture convention, states must take legislative, administrative, and judicial action to prevent torture, as well as criminalize acts of torture and investigate these acts. Article 13 of the CAT requires states to protect witnesses and complainants against incitement or intimidation as a result of filing a complaint or providing evidence of violations of the treaty. The Committee against Torture, the body of experts that interprets and monitors the treaty, recently expressed concern over the torture of individuals on account of their sexual orientation, and has recommended that states take effective action in addressing complaints of threats and attacks of sexual minorities and activists. At the regional level, the Inter-American Convention to Prevent and Punish Torture similarly obligates states to “take effective measures to prevent and punish torture.”

Right to Work

The ICESCR obligates the government to take appropriate steps to safeguard the right of every individual to work, “which includes the right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely chooses or accepts.” Discrimination in employment based on health status (including HIV/AIDS) and sexual orientation is prohibited. The International Labour Organization's Discrimination Convention calls on states to “seek the co-operation of employers' and workers' organisations” to combat workplace discrimination, enact legislation, and repeal statutory provisions that facilitate discrimination. The Protocol of San Salvador, a protocol to the American Convention addressing economic, social, and cultural rights, guarantees that, with regards to employment, the state shall not discriminate for “any kind of reasons related to… sex… or any social condition.”

Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health

“The right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health” is enshrined in the ICESCR – a right the corresponding treaty body determined is guaranteed without discrimination based on “health status (including HIV/AIDS), sexual orientation and civil, political, social or other status” (emphasis added). States must take adequate steps to prevent, treat, and control diseases, as well as to “assure to all medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness.” The treaty monitoring committee in 2006 recommended that El Salvador guarantee “essential health services for the entire population, in particular for vulnerable groups, by increasing the budget allocated for such purposes.”

The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, the body that monitors the CRC, in elaborating on adolescent health, explicitly found that the treaty prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation and HIV status, recognizing that discrimination renders youth more vulnerable to violence and exploitation. The Committee on the Elimina-
tion of Discrimination against Women, the body which monitors implementation of CEDAW, has stated that the prevention and treatment of HIV/AIDS is integral to fulfilling the Convention’s right to health. In its General Recommendation No. 15, the CEDAW committee calls on states to develop programs to combat the particular vulnerabilities women face with respect to HIV and to ensure active participation of women in health care.\(^5\) General Recommendation No. 24 urges states to ensure access to education and health care, including reproductive health care, for all women, including adolescents.\(^6\) At the regional level, under the Protocol of San Salvador, the right to health is “understood to mean the enjoyment of the highest level of physical, mental and social well-being.”\(^6\)

**Right to Education**

The right to education is enshrined in the ICESCR and specifically requires that states provide compulsory primary education, make secondary education generally available, and provide higher education that is “equally accessible to all.”\(^6\) The CRC also guarantees the right to access education\(^6\) and the treaty monitoring body of the treaty has found this to mean that children should be able to study in an environment free from discrimination, including discrimination based on HIV status and sexual orientation.\(^6\) The Protocol of San Salvador echoes the right to education and points to it as a means for all members of society to “achieve a decent existence.”\(^6\)

**Right to Freedom of Expression, Association, and Information**

The right to freedom of expression, association, and information is enshrined in the ICCPR.\(^6\) The UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders further clarified that the right to freedom of information ensures that “[e]veryone has the right, individually and in association with others, to develop and discuss new human rights ideas and principles and to advocate their acceptance.”\(^6\) The Human Rights Committee found that attacks on an individual’s freedom of expression – including “arbitrary arrest, torture, threats to life, and killing” – were incompatible with the principles enunciated by the ICCPR.\(^6\) The UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders has called on states to address stigmatization and attacks against individuals working for the rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender persons, as well as violence against women and domestic violence, and to remedy these issues.\(^6\) In an earlier report, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the situation of human rights defenders noted that El Salvador has a commitment under the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders to address violations against human rights organizations, including threats and violence against the country’s long-standing LGBT and HIV advocacy organization, Asociación Entre Amigos.\(^7\)

At the regional level, the IACHR similarly expressed concern about the increasing violence and systemic discrimination against those working on LGBT rights issues. The Commission noted that many human rights defenders are portrayed as destabilizing the state, and conveyed its concern about “the effects that such statements may have on the safety” of these individuals.\(^7\) The OAS urges state parties to the American Convention to ensure the adequate protection of defenders who work on issues concerning sexual orientation and gender identity.\(^7\)

### Notes: International and Regional Legal Frameworks Protecting LGBT Rights
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Systemic Violence and the LGBT Community

An Enduring Legacy of Violence

The civil war which ravaged the country from 1980-1992 claimed the lives of an estimated 75,000 Salvadorans. In the subsequent nineteen years, another 74,000 Salvadorans have been murdered. In 2009, El Salvador’s murder rate was seven times that of the World Health Organization’s definition of an epidemic. There were an estimated seventy-one murders for every 100,000 inhabitants, a rate more than twice the average for the region. In a 2010 poll, seventy-one percent of Salvadorans indicated they had been a victim of assault or a crime within the past year.

Another important aspect of the violence plaguing El Salvador is that the country has one of the highest rates of murder against women (sometimes referred to as femicide or gender-motivated killings) in the world. Violence against women has been identified as the leading cause of death among Salvadoran women between the ages of fifteen and forty-four. Despite the high murder rates of women, only ten percent of reported cases result in a conviction.

In this context of epidemic violence, impunity is the norm. In the majority of the country’s 4,300 homicide cases in 2009, no one was arrested or convicted. The Attorney General’s office estimated that among those cases that are prosecuted there is a 7.4 percent conviction rate. Negligence, resource constraints, and corruption exacerbate the problem of impunity. Government officials have publicly acknowledged the perception among Salvadorans that offenses typically go unpunished by the justice system.

Within this context of violence and impunity, El Salvador’s LGBT community is vulnerable to abuse. Members of the Salvadoran LGBT community report that they live under constant threat and in a state of fear.

“They are murdering us and our government is not doing anything but picking up the bodies.”

Karla Stephanie Avelar, COMCAVIS-Trans
Violence Against the LGBT Community

VIOLENCE BY PRIVATE ACTORS
In February 2011, Rianna, a transgender woman, was gang raped and killed.\(^4\) There was no mention of her murder in the Salvadoran press and no one has been held accountable for her death.\(^5\) Asociación Entre Amigos, the leading LGBT advocacy organization in the country, reported eleven murders of LGBT individuals in 2008, twenty-three in 2009, and ten in 2010.\(^6\) In many of these cases the bodies of the victims revealed signs of torture, including dismemberment, stabbings, beatings, and multiple gunshots.\(^7\)

The rapid development of Salvadoran criminal gangs has been a significant factor in the high incidence of violence in El Salvador during the post-war period. There was an average of eleven murders reported each day in 2010\(^8\) and law enforcement officials attributed half of all homicides to gang violence.\(^9\) Salvadoran gangs have evolved into sophisticated organized crime networks, capable of terrorizing entire communities and manipulating the justice system.\(^10\) Anti-gang policies, in turn, have generated their own set of human rights concerns resulting from the unprecedented grant of power to the national police and the erosion of fundamental legal protections.\(^11\)

Criminal gangs have been linked to violence against LGBT individuals. Fransheska, a transgender activist and sex worker, was shot four times in 2006 after she refused to pay renta, a fee extracted by gangs for use of certain areas of the streets.\(^12\) LGBT activists report that an inability or unwillingness to pay renta results in violence for sex workers and their families.\(^13\) A 2010 Anti-Gang Law\(^14\) made it a criminal offense to belong to a gang or contribute to gang finances, including paying extortion fees,\(^15\) punishable by up to six years in prison.\(^16\) The law has had the unintended effect of leaving private citizens vulnerable to violence if they fail to comply with gang demands and yet subject to criminal sanctions if they succumb to gang extortion.\(^17\) One human rights report found that gangs often required new recruits to attack members of the LGBT community as part of their initiation process.\(^18\) Members of the LGBT community believe they are a particularly easy target for violence because perpetrators know police are less likely to investigate crimes against LGBT individuals.\(^19\)

But violence against the community can come from any sector of society. Jose, a gay man, reported being beaten by a classmate as a result of his sexual orientation.\(^20\) Daisy, a transgender woman, reported being taken away by men in a car after which she was beaten and raped before her captors left her on the street.\(^21\)

CASE STUDY: “BLOODY JUNE”

In June 2009, El Salvador experienced an unprecedented wave of targeted violence against the LGBT community.

On June 9, Tania and Katerina, two transgender women and sex workers were kidnapped in San Salvador.\(^22\) The next morning, Katerina’s body was found face down in a muddy ditch; she had been strangled and beaten.\(^23\) Tania was still missing.\(^24\) When friends called Tania’s cell phone an unknown voice threatened: “She is going to die, it is what she deserves.”\(^25\) Seven days later her partially dismembered body was found.\(^26\) She was seventeen years old.

Also that summer, the body of a twenty-five year old gay man was found in a plastic bag, his hands had been dismembered and his body bore other signs of torture. On June 30, an eighteen year old gay man was found shot, evidence indicated that he had been held captive and tortured for several hours before being killed. A transgender woman, Betzayda, was found in July at the bottom of a ravine; authorities say the cause of death was a gunshot wound.\(^27\)

This series of murders has come to be known as ‘Bloody June’ and followed a heated political debate in the Legislative Assembly regarding a constitutional ban of same-sex marriage.\(^28\)

Conservative parties had presented a bill pro-
posing an amendment to the Constitution to preemptively ban marriage between same-sex partners and prohibit same-sex couples from adopting children. The bill ultimately failed, in part due to opposition led by civil society groups, but the backlash appears to have been directed against the LGBT community. No one has been convicted of any of the murders from Bloody June.

POLICE AS PERPETRATORS

The record of human rights abuses carried out by law enforcement agents adds to the complexity of El Salvador’s violent legacy. The National Civilian Police (Polícia Nacional Civil, also referred to as PNC), the nation’s primary police force, is an armed, civilian police organization created as a condition of the 1992 Peace Accords. With an estimated 16,889 PNC officers, the PNC operates nationwide.

The PNC Office of the Inspector General received 2,230 complaints of alleged police misconduct in 2009. That same year, it further found the national police responsible for 545 reported cases of violence, including “unlawful killings, attempted unlawful killings, assaults and other offenses causing bodily harm.” As one transgender activist observed:

“The relationship between the police and [the transgender community] is complete chaos. Abuse of authority, abuse of human rights, violent abuse, sexual violence… . In the police, there are people who assault us, who insult us, who rape us, who harass us, who extort us, and everything. Why? Because for them, we are delinquents and have no rights. Simple and straightforward, we have no rights.”

Some larger cities, including the capitol of San Salvador, also have Metropolitan Police Forces (Cuerpos de Agentes Metropolitanos, also referred to as CAM). The CAM force in San Salvador is estimated to have around 600 officers. One individual who self-identified as a gay transvestite, noted that the CAM was no different than the PNC, often targeting the travesti community in particular.

LGBT activists reported that police sexually assault and rape members of the LGBT community. Another local NGO that tracks such incidents stated that corrupt police officers force members of the LGBT community to engage in sex acts using manipulative tactics and threats of violence. A young gay man, Carlos, reported how a PNC officer pulled him over as he was driving with friends, and made derogatory remarks about their sexual orientation. The officer proceeded to search the car and demanded money. When Carlos refused, the officer threatened to arrest him, and then stated: “If you give me oral sex, I will let you go.” In another reported instance, police officers harassed a gay man at a restaurant and proceeded to drive him to a rural field where they raped and beat him. A report released by LGBT advocates in El Salvador documented a case where eight PNC officers approached and interrogated a gay man, then forced him into a patrol car and took him to another location where they raped him.

Such abuses have also reportedly occurred inside law enforcement facilities. An advocate stated that the PNC has placed transgender and lesbian women in the same cell as male detainees who have raped the women in the cell. Moreover, NGOs have received reports of officers from both the PNC and CAM raping and abusing lesbians and transgender women in prison.

As with much of the violence directed at the LGBT community, the most severe abuses by the authorities were reportedly directed against transgender women. Transgender women are particularly vulnerable given their visibility and the high incidence of sex work among the transgender community. (See Education and Employment Section) Advocates interviewed stated that a cycle of criminalization has developed whereby transgender identity and sex work are conflated. As a result, they explained that transgender individuals are targeted based on their sexual identity and perceived activities as sex workers. Abuses carried out against transgender individuals are then justified on this basis, and the associated stigma helps to ensure impunity for the
perpetrators. One transgender activist reflected: 

One cannot generalize. This is what our police, our health care personnel, our CAM agents do to us. They all generalize that because one person uses drugs, all of us use drugs, that because one person has HIV, we all have HIV, because one person is a thief, all of us are thieves.

The UN Human Rights Committee, during its review of El Salvador’s compliance with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) in 2003, pointed specifically to the use of San Salvador’s Municipal Contravention Ordinance, which prohibits solicitation of sex, acts which damage morals and good customs, and crimes against decency involving nudity, to discriminate against the LGBT community. Nevertheless, advocates stated the pattern continued with reports of CAM agents harassing transgender sex workers, forcing them to pay bribes, and physically assaulting them using the Ordinance as a pretext, often in public parks. A report prepared by Salvadoran advocates included an account of five police officers raping and beating Marlene, a transgender woman, and then leaving her on the street. In another report, Rosa, a transgender woman, refused to engage in sexual acts with a police officer and was forced into a car where the officer beat and raped her.

Beyond physical violations, activists reported that sexual minorities have been subject to arbitrary arrest and detention based on their appearance, even in instances in which no crime has been committed. For example, a transgender woman recounted how she was pulled off a bus by a police officer who searched her purse. When she objected to the search, the police officer called her a man and subjected her to a body search.

SOCIAL PORTRAYALS OF LGBT CRIME VICTIMS

LGBT activists stated that in news reports of violent crimes against members of the LGBT community the descriptions provided by the Salvadoran media have been sensationalist, either blaming victims for provoking hate crimes against them or failing entirely to acknowledge that the crimes were motivated by the victim’s sexual orientation or gender expression. Like the police, advocates reported that the media often classified violence against the community as common crime rather than crimes motivated by animus – despite the frequently brutal nature of the violence. For example, in May 2011, the two primary Salvadoran dailies reported the murder of a man, who the papers noted was a travesti, who was attacked on a minibus. In another instance, in September 2011, the media reported that the body of “Sandra,” identified as an “alleged homosexual,” was found stoned to death in a neighborhood subdivision. While both stories alluded to the LGBT identity of the victim, neither raised the possibility that the victims were targeted because of their sexual identity.

Salvadoran LGBT organizations track media portrayals of violence against community members on a regular basis and report that many instances of violence of which they are directly aware through contacts in the community are simply not covered by mainstream media. During the summer of 2009, when the transgender community experienced an unprecedented wave of violence, only one article was published in a major newspaper that detailed the violence, covering only two of the homicides. In failing to report on the murder of members of the LGBT community, coupled with the failure of the police to investigate, the deaths of members of the LGBT community are not publicly condemned nor memorialized by society.
A Culture of Impunity

In 2003, the UN Human Rights Committee pointed to the impunity of perpetrators of violent crimes against members of the LGBT community in El Salvador and expressed concern about the Attorney General Office’s failure to act on several LGBT murder cases. Even after extensive media coverage of the criticism of the government’s failure to hold perpetrators accountable for these crimes by the UN, the brutal murders of multiple transgender women in 2009 remain uninvestigated.

Karla, a transgender activist, described the lack of response on the part of the authorities:

“They are murdering us and our government is not doing anything but picking up the bodies and the cases are not resolved . . . there is no one serving a sentence for having killed a transgender community member . . . there is nothing, and we ask the Procuraduría [Attorney General], we ask the PDDH, we ask the police, and [they say] ‘no, we cannot do anything’.”

LACK OF REPORTING

Victims of crime in El Salvador may submit a police report with the PNC. In instances in which a government employee is alleged to be responsible for the abuse, Salvadorans may file an administrative complaint (referred to in Spanish as a denuncia) either with the Ombudsman for the Defense of Human Rights [Procuraduría para la Defensa de los Derechos Humanos, also referred to as PDDH] or directly with the government agency involved. For cases against a PNC officer, the PDDH investigates and if there is a resolution in favor of the victim, the information is sent to the Inspectoría of the PNC (the internal review unit) with a recommended response that a chief officer has discretion to implement. A PNC officer found responsible for violations may face sanctions and a loss of pay. However, some advocates reported that because these resolutions are merely recommendations and not binding, they do not often result in sanctions, creating a disincentive for the community to utilize the process.

The Directorate of Sexual Diversity, the office within the Secretariat of Social Inclusion in charge of LGBT issues, offered a similar assessment and reported that the number of complaints actually filed does not accurately reflect the full scope of abuses carried out against the LGBT community. Fear of being abused, harassed, or mocked during the process of filing a complaint were among the reasons cited by activists as preventing many victims from coming forward.

Activists also stated that family members of victims are often reluctant to come forward to file complaints or corroborate claims of victims because they experience similar forms of harassment due to the stigma associated with being a relative of an LGBT individual.

Many LGBT community members reported that they are reluctant to file complaints because they simply do not trust the process, believe it takes too long, and is ineffective.

Some community members described fear of possible retaliation, particularly in instances in which the crime involved gang violence, as an additional barrier to reporting crimes and rights violations. Advocates reported that HIV positive individuals are particularly wary of possible backlash due to the stigma associated with their status. Similarly, activists report that women underreport crimes due to gender discrimination; government authorities may harass female victims or do not take crimes reported by them seriously.

Finally, both the Director of Sexual Diversity and an official with the PDDH stated that many LGBT individuals do not know their rights or the process by which to report a crime or file a complaint; therefore, many violations simply go unreported and uninvestigated.
LACK OF INVESTIGATION & VINDICATION

When LGBT individuals did file complaints, there was a perception among some in the community that authorities did not conduct any formal follow-up. Activists reported that officials processing complaints from LGBT individuals made statements to victims that they were responsible for the incident. One individual noted: “Nothing ever happens. They enter the denuncia and it just stays there. That is why people say: ‘Why am I going to continue with such a long process, gain enmities and enemies, if [the authorities] do not do anything?’”

Filing a complaint was reportedly even more difficult in situations in which PNC or CAM officers were the alleged perpetrators of the violations. Advocates explained that bringing such a complaint directly to the PNC was considered wholly ineffective as it was believed “there is no credibility in those institutions” and officers simply cover for one another. Karla, a transgender activist, recounted going to the PNC to file a complaint against a police officer for rape. The officer resisted taking her statement, claiming it was impossible that this type of violation occurred. Similarly, Fransheska, a transgender woman, recalls filing a complaint with the PNC for mistreatment by the police, and after completing the paperwork “as we were leaving we turned around and saw them grab the papers and rip them up and throw them in the garbage.”

Moreover, accounts of police responses to reports of crimes committed against LGBT individuals indicated that these crimes were taken less seriously. Several transgender women reported that when calling with an emergency the PNC operator hung up on them, something they attributed to the fact that they had given a female name but were speaking with a more masculine voice. Similarly, activists reported instances in which police officers were direct witnesses to a crime committed against a member of the LGBT community and the officers did not intervene to stop the crime. For example, a transgender woman recounted how gang members robbed her at gunpoint in front of nearby police officers; the officers did nothing to prevent the crime, to assist her, or to investigate.

A lack of response to lodged complaints, coupled with a fear of retaliation, reinforces victim silence according to a transgender advocate.

LACK OF RECOGNITION

Lack of data was another impediment to the effective administration of justice identified by activists. Representatives of community groups reported that cases of violence against LGBT victims were often registered as “crimes of passion” or “intent to rob” rather than as hate crimes, even where the crimes involved torture and brutality clearly based on animus towards the victim’s LGBT identity.

An activist who was attacked in his home filed a complaint with the police; however, when he attempted to describe it as an LGBT hate crime, the PNC informed him there was no blank on the form to capture that information. Similarly, after a neighbor made death threats against him, a gay man decided to make a formal report to the PNC. The officer taking the complaint refused to write in the report that the victim was gay, that he lived with his partner, and that he considered the attacks an expression of homophobia. The officer stated that he was unable to include the information because the law does not contemplate those circumstances. This failure of the authorities to accept and investigate complaints of alleged abuses against LGBT individuals creates a gap in data about the scope of the problem and sends a
message to the community that the law does not protect LGBT individuals from targeted crimes.

“Remember that here we are very much imbued with a ‘machista’ culture and to remove that culture, there needs to be substantial education for many years. We have been immersed in the ‘machista culture’ for centuries. That will not just go away overnight.”

Ana Cristina Fernández, Sub-commissioner of the Human Rights Department, National Civilian Police (PNC)

Achievements and Remaining Challenges

In 2010 President Funes issued Presidential Decree 56, which prohibits discrimination against members of the LGBT community by public employees. The Decree also created the National Directorate for Sexual Diversity within the office of the Secretary of Social Inclusion, with the goal of eradicating discrimination against LGBT individuals, promoting inclusive public policies, ensuring equal treatment in the provision of services, and increasing awareness and sensitivity about the LGBT community. According to its first Director, the office serves as a vehicle within government to promote rights protections for LGBT individuals.

While Decree 56 was significant in its recognition of LGBT rights and its call for public employees to refrain from discrimination, advocates claimed it has not been widely acknowledged or enforced. One advocate described the gap between the decree and its implementation this way: “The police do not even know about the Decree [56], they do not know it exists... I can invent 80,000 laws...but if I do not make them known, who is going to know about those laws? No one.”

According to the Director of the Directorate for Sexual Diversity, many government offices have yet to revise their procedures, internal policies, or manuals to reflect Decree 56 and its implications. Moreover, at the time of our visit, the Directorate had a single staff person with limited resources and was focused on how to educate government officials about the decree and the obligations it creates. As a result, the state has not implemented a public education program to inform LGBT individuals of their rights under the decree.

Importantly, the Human Rights Department within the PNC has recognized that due to Decree 56 it has a greater responsibility to conduct more specific trainings about the LGBT community. When asked about discrimination against the LGBT community within the police force, the Sub-commissioner of the PNC’s Human Rights Department replied: “Yes there is, yes there is... Remember that here we are very much imbued with a ‘machista’ culture and to remove that culture, there needs to be substantial education for many years. We have been immersed in the ‘machista culture’ for centuries. That will not just go away overnight.”

This Department has been developing a set of workshops and civil society organizations have been involved with some of the trainings to ensure they provide accurate information about the community. However, given the ongoing reports of abuse against the LGBT community within the police force, the Sub-commissioner of the PNC’s Human Rights Department expressed concerns about the training of the PNC, particularly among street officers. Representatives of the International Human Rights Law Clinic observed one such training conducted by members of Asociación Entre Amigos to supervisory-level PNC officers, the focus of which was on general awareness about the LGBT community. Those in attendance were charged with training their subordinates. This was the first time many police supervisors were being introduced to material about the LGBT community and additional training for supervisors likely will be necessary to ensure adequate supervision and training of police patrolling the streets who are likely to be the first responders to abuses of LGBT individuals.
Importantly, the PDDH established a permanent forum on LGBT human rights in May 2012. The forum, comprised of LGBT organizations and advocates and facilitated by the PDDH, will serve as a platform for initiatives to increase legal protections, combat discrimination and violence, and increase access to justice. The forum offers an unprecedented opportunity to integrate the concerns of the LGBT community into the work of the Ombudsman and coordinate the efforts of civil society and the government to advance LGBT human rights.

Representatives of civil society organizations reported their efforts to bolster and cultivate the use of complaints to address abuses. Some community organizations accompanied individuals through the process of filing complaints and monitored and assisted with follow-up. There have been some favorable outcomes resulting from the use of complaints. Mónica, a transgender woman who was harassed by a PNC officer on a bus, filed a complaint that was decided in her favor.

Finally, a 2010 law which went into effect in January 2012, the Special Integral Law for a Life Free of Violence for Women, has criminalized certain crimes against women that were not previously covered in the Penal Code, including femicide, psychological abuse, and other forms of violence against women. Utilizing an innovative gender-based violence prevention perspective that broadens protections beyond domestic violence, the law is binding on both public and private actors.

Despite these new laws, there is no legislation that explicitly protects the LGBT community and many existing laws are not enforced. There is an urgent need to strengthen legal protections for the LGBT community.
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Discrimination against LGBT Individuals and PLWHA in Health Care

Discrimination against LGBT Individuals

The Salvadoran Constitution guarantees citizens the right to life. A direct consequence of this guarantee is the right to health, which affirmatively obligates the state to provide adequate health care. The Constitution further prohibits discrimination based on sex and holds all persons equal before the law. In addition, the Salvadoran health code prohibits discrimination in health care based on nationality, religion, race, political creed, or social status.

While there are no domestic laws that directly address discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity with respect to health care in the private sector, two nonbinding executive decrees prohibit such discrimination in the public sector. In March 2009, the Ministry of Health signed Ministerial Decree 202, which states that all public health services must facilitate and promote the eradication of discrimination based on sexual orientation. Decree 202 expressly prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation by personnel working in public health care and calls for reporting regarding steps taken to reduce homophobia and discrimination in the health sector. Additionally, Presidential Decree 56 bans discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity in government, including the health sector. Both decrees provide important protections, but only govern discrimination in the public sector.

OBSTACLES TO ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE

Discrimination in the health care system often begins at the door of a clinic or hospital. LGBT individuals reported discriminatory practices by security guards at the entrance of both public and private health institutions. Far outnumber-
ing the ranks of the national police force, an estimated 21,959 to 40,000 private security guards employed by some 274 private security companies currently operate in El Salvador. This largely unregulated, economically powerful, armed private sector wields enormous control over day-to-day life in the country while being largely exempt from government oversight.

These private security guards, many of whom have received minimal training, are heavily armed. One LGBT advocacy group reported that security guards routinely harassed and intimidated patients from the LGBT community, particularly people who are transgender. Guards denied some individuals access to health care facilities and the harassment made others reluctant to seek medical treatment. As one transgender woman reported: “I do not even want to go to the hospital because I am discriminated against from the entrance.” Tired of the harassment by the security guards, she began to enter the hospital through the staff entrance in order to avoid the guards at the public entrance.

Once inside a health care facility, numerous advocates indicated that LGBT individuals regularly face discrimination from health care staff. An official with the Ministry of Health’s National HIV/AIDS Program acknowledged that “many times the health personnel...are the ones violating human rights.” Members of the community explained how, once they identified themselves as an LGBT individual, they were often forced to wait long periods of time before receiving treatment, or were simply denied service altogether. The director of a national HIV/AIDS nonprofit, reported that previously, when clients identified themselves as homosexual on a form to receive Anti-Retroviral Drugs (ARVs), they were placed on the waiting list for medications while people who identified themselves as heterosexual were not. In response, an advocacy group filed a complaint on behalf of more than one hundred affected individuals with the Ministry of Health and the problem was remedied. Given this context, many members of the LGBT community prefer to conceal their identity. As one advocate explained: “You have to hide everything, everything.”

Members of the LGBT community reported instances of direct discrimination and the use of derogatory language by health care staff. A nurse providing medicines for a sexually transmitted infection (STI) to a lesbian woman, reportedly advised the patient to repent for her sins. Discrimination in access to health care is particularly acute for transgender individuals due to their visibility. Unable to legally change their names or sex on national identity documents (DUI) to reflect their gender identity, transgender persons report being referred to by the name and sex on their DUI, rather than the name and sex with which they identify, by health care staff. One advocacy group reported instances in which health care staff refused to honor requests by transgender individuals to be called by the name with which they identify. The discrepancy between the photo on the DUI and their appearance also drew attention to their transgender identity. Once identified as a transgender individual, activists reported that these patients were often left to wait for long periods or were completely denied care. Even in instances in which health care personnel attended to an individual, the conduct of health care staff was reported to be stigmatizing and violated the patient’s right to privacy. As one transgender man commented: “When you go to the health units, they look at you and, in front of everyone, they say out loud, ‘Mrs. Fernandez come.’ Once I get up everyone stares and automatically points and they start stigmatizing. Or they leave you to the last turn.”

“In hospitals we need doctors that don’t discriminate...because their duty is to cure, no matter who it is.”

Participant in LGBT Community Roundtable
DISCRIMINATION IN THE PROVISION OF HEALTH CARE

Community groups report there is a lack of awareness among health care staff regarding the health needs of the LGBT community. Transgender individuals reported a lack of access to certain kinds of specialized health care. For example, transgender women reported being laughed at when they asked for appointments with endocrinologists or gynecologists, and were denied access to those health care providers.

Members of the LGBT community, particularly transgender individuals, face a double burden because of the high prevalence of HIV/AIDS in the community, leading to an assumption that all LGBT individuals are also HIV positive. One advocate described the perception that society “connects homosexuality with HIV as if they were intrinsic.” Thus, many members of the LGBT community experience the same barriers and prejudices as people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) even when they are not positive.

Finally, advocates reported that health care staff who do provide services in a respectful and sensitive manner to LGBT community members often find themselves facing discrimination from colleagues. One activist explained it this way:

[When there is a security guard or a doctor that gives good services to the gay community, people begin to criticize them. They say, for example, ‘the reason you give good service in the hospital to a trans person is because you want to have sex with her. If you treat a gay person well, it is because you are gay. Or you know him from some other place.’ Therefore, those persons who are doing a good job in their work stop giving good service because they do not want to be discriminated in the same manner that we are discriminated. So they begin acting in the same way as the other people.]

Discrimination against People Living with HIV/AIDS in Health Care

An estimated 0.8 percent of adults, ages 15 to 49, in El Salvador are living with HIV/AIDS, which is comparable to the global prevalence rate. However the number of Salvadorans living with HIV/AIDS has risen by roughly ten percent “each year since 2004, and the ratio of women to men has increased, particularly in rural areas.”

While the rate of Salvadorans living with HIV has increased overall, much of the rising epidemic is concentrated among men who have sex with men (referred to as MSM, see Glossary) and individuals who are transgender. At 17 percent, according to UNAIDS, El Salvador has the highest HIV prevalence rates among MSM in all of Central America. A study from 2007 revealed that infection levels among MSM in El Salvador were twenty-two times higher than among the general population.

Several sources suggest that the transgender population has the highest HIV prevalence rate in the country – approximately 23.7 percent according to one nationwide study. However, the data often fail to capture accurate information for this population and the data on transgender women are frequently included in the category of MSM, making it difficult to distinguish statistics for the transgender population. Furthermore, there have been few studies that include transgender-specific epidemiological data in the region.

An important consideration underlying these figures is that, as transgender advocates noted, many transgender women were involved in sex work, often as a result of the lack of economic opportunities available to them. (See Employment Section) HIV prevalence is more than three times higher among sex workers than in the general population, at 3.6 percent. Moreover, stigma and discrimination against MSM and transgender persons may lead to considerable under-reporting of infections in these populations.
In 2001, El Salvador passed legislation to protect the rights of patients and guarantee access to treatment for PLWHA. The 2001 HIV Law prohibits discrimination based on an individual’s HIV/AIDS status and requires access to care regardless of whether or not the patient is able to pay. The 2001 law, like the 1993 law it superseded, does not include a provision imposing criminal sanctions for HIV transmission. El Salvador is the only country in Central America that does not criminalize HIV transmission, in keeping with international human rights standards.

Despite the legal protections afforded by the 2001 HIV Law and the government decrees, significant problems of discrimination remain.

**ACCESS TO HIV TREATMENT**

El Salvador has two parallel health care systems based on income and participation in the labor market. The Ministry of Health administers the nation’s largest health system which covers 75 percent of the population, including the unemployed and the indigent. The Salvadoran Social Security Institute (Instituto Salvadoreño de Seguro Social, also referred to as ISSS), a semi-autonomous health care system financed by employers and employees, with its own hospitals and health clinics, is available to Salvadorans with formal employment and pensioners and covers approximately 21 percent of the population.

The bifurcated health care system reportedly resulted in serious discrepancies between the public and private systems. Importantly, because ISSS was considered a private health care system, it was not subject to Ministry of Health policies and the anti-discrimination and reporting requirements of Decrees 56 and 202. This fragmentation also emerged in differences in approved medications prescribed within each system, including ARVs. HIV/AIDS advocates reported that this has been highly problematic for PLWHA who switched from one system to the other, and as a result, have had to interrupt their treatment and begin a regimen of new medicines. Moreover, despite the fact that the ISSS is better funded and has far fewer patients than the public health system, advocacy groups reported more problems and less accountability in the ISSS.

There are several problems with access to treatment in both health care systems. First, while ARVs were generally available in El Salvador, NGOs reported instances of inadequate supply and unequal distribution. Groups have documented accounts of prescription bottles being split between patients when there were not sufficient supplies of ARVs. This was especially problematic because some hospitals subsequently refused to refill the prescription once the half portion of the bottle was finished. To cope with dwindling supplies of ARVs, advocates reported that doctors sometimes tell patients they can safely go a few days or weeks without taking any medication. Both of these methods result in a significant disruption of ARV treatment plans, despite the consensus in the medical community that consistency is critical for the effectiveness of treatment and prevention of drug resistance.

Additionally, advocates described a shortage of reagents to perform CD4 Tests, which are vital for monitoring the treatment of HIV. Advocates also reported a general lack of second generation HIV medications, and noted that those that were available were expensive. As a result, PLWHA reportedly had to seek medicines outside of the Salvadoran health system, primarily from the UN Global Fund.

Access to treatment is particularly difficult for individuals in rural areas, according to advocates, as ARV distribution is poor outside of the large cities. One group reported that some PLWHA outside of urban areas had to travel by bus for one or two hours, or on foot over long distances in order to access hospitals that had ARVs. For those living in rural areas, interruption of ARV treatment was a problem due to the quantity and timeliness of the delivery of the medications.
In 1999, Jorge Odir Miranda Cortez, current Executive Director of the national HIV/AIDS nonprofit Asociación Atlacatl Vivo Positivo, and thirty-six other PLWHA filed a lawsuit before the Salvadoran Supreme Court against the Salvadoran Social Security Institute (ISSS) demanding access to antiretroviral treatment.\textsuperscript{77} At the time of the suit, the Salvadoran HIV Law was silent on the issue of providing antiretroviral treatment.\textsuperscript{78} The Salvadoran Supreme Court did not issue a decision in the case for over a year. In 2000, as a result of this delay, advocates filed the case before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, which issued precautionary measures and warned the government that the matter could proceed to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights.\textsuperscript{79} The ISSS agreed to provide ARVs, but there was a long delay in procuring the medications.\textsuperscript{80} Only twenty-six of the thirty-six original claimants survived to benefit from the decision.

Even in areas in which there was stable access to ARVs, one NGO working with PLWHA reported that patients confronted the lack of integrated health care services.\textsuperscript{81} Treatments for opportunistic infections\textsuperscript{82} and nutritional supplements, although vital to the well-being of PLWHA, were not widely available through the Ministry of Health, and advocates reported PLWHA had to pay for such treatments in private pharmacies.\textsuperscript{83} More generally, private pharmacies did not provide generic drugs which advocates reported resulted in a significant portion of the PLWHA population being unable to afford treatment.\textsuperscript{84} Although the Ministry of Health recently had taken steps to fill the need for integrated health care,\textsuperscript{85} NGOs had helped to meet the needs of patients by providing such care to PLWHA, including access to vitamins and treatment for opportunistic infections.\textsuperscript{86}
the last to be treated even if they were the first to arrive. An HIV positive woman described how she had a 7 a.m. dental appointment, but she was never attended to, while others who arrived after she did received services. Several NGOs reported barriers to comprehensive care for PLWHA, especially in the areas of internal medicine, surgery, emergency care, dermatology, and other services outside of HIV treatment.

DISCRIMINATION IN REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CARE FOR PLWHA

Serious forms of discrimination confront PLWHA regarding their reproductive rights. The Ministry of Health study found that 25 percent of PLWHA interviewed reported being counseled by health care staff to not have children due to their diagnosis. This same study found that 7.6 percent of all PLWHA interviewed were coerced by a health professional to undergo sterilization; among HIV positive women the rate was 14.4 percent. HIV advocacy organizations confirmed reports of women being either coerced or forced to undergo sterilization. In particular, organizations reported health care workers pressuring HIV positive mothers to consent to sterilization by urging them to not pass on the infection to another person.

DISCRIMINATION AFTER DEATH

While the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) has issued a protocol finding that the denial or restriction of services to persons who died of AIDS-related complications constitutes discrimination, advocates in El Salvador reported that disparate treatment of the deceased continues. A Ministry of Public Health and Social Assistance guide stated that individuals who die of highly infectious diseases (specifically AIDS, hepatitis B, and rabies) ideally should be cremated or alternatively buried at least one meter underground. The guide further recommended burial take place within twenty-four hours of death and that social and religious activities near the body be avoided. In order to pick up a body for burial, advocates reported that funeral homes charged additional fees for special handling and require that bodies be placed in coffins that were hermetically sealed, which cost up to US $5,000.

Because state authorities have instructed hospitals to hold bodies no more than twenty-four hours at which point any unclaimed bodies were to be buried, families that did not have the resources to pay these costs or the time to make necessary arrangements were not able to receive the body of their loved ones for burial. Even when bodies were claimed, many were buried quickly and without ceremony. One advocate at an HIV organization recounted the story of a man whose body was picked up from a hospital at 5 o’clock and by 6 o’clock his corpse was buried with no clothes and no ceremony.

PREVENTION AND TESTING

Recent reports indicate that six people are infected with HIV every day in El Salvador. Although sexual education was taught in the public school system, the curriculum typically focused on abstinence. While there have been several attempts to introduce a sexual education curriculum that discuss safer sex practices, advocates reported that schools generally have not introduced such programs and education in public schools about sexual orientation and gender identity was nearly non-existent. A representative of one NGO attributed the failure to adopt a more comprehensive approach to sex and reproductive rights education to the influence of the Catholic Church and other religious groups in Salvadoran society, which adopt a conservative stance on these topics. Moreover, due to a combination of pressure from the Church and government bureaucracy, advocates reported a general lack of access to condoms and noted that local NGOs provided the majority of the condoms distributed to the public.
Finally, HIV testing was not widely available in El Salvador, presenting another obstacle to prevention efforts. The 2010 Ministry of Health study found that 42.4 percent of PLWHA interviewed indicated they were first tested due to symptoms. According to another report, at least 70 percent of infections remain undiagnosed until the individual presented with symptoms, “by which time treatment may be less effective.” Advocates reported that individuals were reluctant to get tested because they feared discrimination and stigma if diagnosed. Also, the current law restricts access to HIV testing for youth who are not accompanied by an adult, which advocates described as problematic as it has discouraged youth from getting tested.

Achievements and Remaining Challenges

Though El Salvador faces many challenges in access to health care for the LGBT community and PLWHA, it has already taken some important steps forward in combating these issues and with further advances can serve as a model in Central America.

POLICY RESPONSE

El Salvador has a number of broad constitutional and civil rights laws, which when combined, provide protections to LGBT individuals and PLWHA in accessing health services. In addition, Presidential Decree No. 56 and Ministerial Decree No. 202 expressly prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation in the public sector. The 2001 HIV Law prohibits discrimination based on a person’s HIV/AIDS status, and ensures access to care. New HIV legislation, which was drafted by a coalition of experts and advocates and is intended to address the inadequacies of the 2001 law, is currently pending.

INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSE

To help combat the HIV epidemic, the Ministry of Health established the National Program STIs/HIV/AIDS in the late 1980s to oversee relevant health policies and assess their effectiveness. Advocates generally reported that the Ministry of Health had been effective in working with advocates and PLWHA. In addition, the Ministry of Health is working to increase its capacity to receive and respond to patient reports of mistreatment and discrimination.

The Ministry of Health had also worked closely with various ministries and civil society groups through the National Commission Against AIDS (Comisión Nacional Contra el SIDA, also referred to as CONASIDA), a multi-sectoral national HIV/AIDS coordination mechanism established in 1993. Advocates generally reported that CONASIDA has been more active and effective recently than in the past, but indicated that neither the business sector representative nor the ISSS representative in CONASIDA actively participated in the group.

In recent years, national strategies to prevent and control HIV/AIDS in the country have been developed. The first strategic plan, covering the years 2005-2010, focused on improving the coordination and participation of all civil sectors, strengthening prevention measures, increasing comprehensive care for PLWHA, and reducing discrimination.

An updated national plan was finalized in March 2011 and focuses on prevention, early diagnosis in priority populations, access to comprehensive care, greater sexual and reproductive health care, as well as increased sexual education. Unlike its predecessor, the updated plan identifies vulnerable populations and provides strategies targeted toward each group.

Governmental and nongovernmental authorities have recently coordinated numerous activities to implement the plan. The government opened a Comprehensive Care Clinic for STI, HIV, AIDS in Sonsonate, a regional capital, to provide patient services in the areas of gynecology, pediatrics, and sexual and reproductive education. In May 2011, the government hosted its first training on comprehensive care for MSM and sex workers for government health officials and civil society health advocates. In June 2011, government and civil society launched a National HIV Testing Day
during which 89,238 Salvadorans were tested.\textsuperscript{143}

The Ombudsman for the Defense of Human Rights (Procuraduría para la Defensa de los Derechos Humanos, also referred to as PDDH) is taking an increasingly active role in the national strategy. In October 2010, the PDDH established a new division focused on HIV issues, with the goal of streamlining a process for victims to report discrimination and abuse resulting from their HIV status.\textsuperscript{144}

\textbf{CIVIL SOCIETY RESPONSE}

Civil society has been described as the driving force behind most advances in the area of HIV/AIDS awareness and treatment in the country.\textsuperscript{145} Since the early 1990s, advocates and NGOs in El Salvador have worked to defend the human rights for LGBT individuals and PLWHA,\textsuperscript{146} including coordinating a national response to the rise of HIV/AIDS and advancing responsive health policies.\textsuperscript{147}

The first health clinic for PLWHA in the country, Fundasida, was founded in 1992\textsuperscript{148} and since then, NGOs have established additional health care clinics, support groups for families and PLWHA, education and outreach programs, information hotlines, and other resources.\textsuperscript{149} Civil society organizations were the first institutions in the country to provide services to individuals regardless of their sexual orientation\textsuperscript{150} and have been instrumental in developing resources for transgender women and sex workers,\textsuperscript{151} often providing life-saving services to members of these marginalized communities.

Some NGOs have also established programs to accompany PLWHA to hospitals, tour the facilities with them, and explain how the health care system works.\textsuperscript{152} These programs are important to ensure access to needed treatment due to discrimination against this population.\textsuperscript{153} As one advocate stated: “The people from the public health ministry, we don't know why, but they are scared of us, so when one of us goes with [our clients to the hospital], suddenly the attention is very good.”\textsuperscript{154}

Civil society has also taken the lead in placing the issue of HIV/AIDS on the political agenda and addressing HIV/AIDS as a human rights concern.\textsuperscript{155} NGOs have begun to assist victims of discrimination and other rights violations in filing formal complaints,\textsuperscript{156} although civil society groups are still strengthening capacity in this area of work.\textsuperscript{157} While members of the LGBT community have been reluctant to file such complaints due to a lack of trust in the government and fears of backlash,\textsuperscript{158} there have been a few notable success stories.\textsuperscript{159} With added resources and education, there appears to be potential for future growth and development of services in this area.

\textbf{Notes: Discrimination against LGBT Individuals and PLWHA in Health Care}
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Discrimination against LGBT Individuals and PLWHA in Education and Employment

In El Salvador, education is a gateway to employment. A 2010 UN report found that the incidence of poverty in El Salvador was directly related to education levels, with 57 percent of those who had received no education living in poverty. Furthermore, with no alternative means of support, the report stated that in El Salvador: “being unemployed or underemployed is...synonymous with being in a situation of poverty.”

While many Salvadorans endure poverty resulting from a lack of education and employment opportunities, the situation is particularly acute for LGBT individuals. Members of the LGBT community face the same economic difficulties as non-LGBT Salvadorans but these challenges are compounded by discrimination and stigma. According to the Director of Sexual Diversity, a Directorate within the Secretariat of Social Inclusion, discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, gender identity, or HIV status in education is but one link in a chain of discrimination that leads to a lack of employment opportunities for LGBT individuals.

A Missing Foundation: Discrimination in Education

THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION IN EL SALVADOR

The constitutional right to education in El Salvador is partially realized through an average education level of 12 years (or the equivalent of a high school diploma) and an 84 percent adult literacy rate. While the Constitution protects the right to education regardless of “social, religious, racial or political differences,” it is silent as to other grounds of discrimination, including sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression. The 2001 HIV
Law guarantees equal access to education in both private and public institutions to persons living with HIV, although the law mandates the Ministry of Health as the government entity responsible for implementation and not other, more relevant departments of government.\(^7\)

"\[d\]ue to a lack of a DUI [Salvadoran ID document], we cannot do many things...I cannot study because my ID says I am a man."

Mónica Hernandez, ASPIDH-Arcoiris

**DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION**

In spite of constitutional protections guaranteeing access to education,\(^8\) the Director of Sexual Diversity stated that educational institutions, primary and secondary, continue to refuse students entry on the basis of their sexual orientation or gender identity.\(^9\) Although the focus of this report is higher education rather than primary education, the treatment of LGBT children in primary education deserves separate study.

The LGBT individuals most vulnerable to discrimination during the course of university study are those who are perceived as LGBT. Activists indicated that those individuals who are unable or unwilling “to pass” as straight or as someone with a traditional gender identity face the most egregious forms of discrimination and abuses. For example, one transgender woman reported being told by the dean of a school that she could only attend if she cut her hair and dressed in a masculine manner because the school refused to “make exceptions” for anyone.\(^10\) Another activist reported that lesbian women, particularly those who are more masculine in appearance, suffer from similar forms of exclusion and discrimination.\(^11\) One medical student stated: “If we change our appearance, we are more accepted...if not they say ‘look here comes that maricon’ [derogatory term for a gay man]... “.\(^12\)

Sayuri, a transgender woman, attended college by dressing as a man, which she described as a form of “significant discrimination.”\(^13\) Representatives of a civil society organization identified transgender discrimination as a pressing issue in higher education. They stated that rather than endure discriminatory treatment or the degrading experience of “passing,” many LGBT individuals abandon their studies.\(^14\)

Another advocate reported that members of the transgender community are denied admission to universities and are ineligible for scholarships due to the discrepancy between the name and gender with which they identify and that which appears on their national identity document.\(^15\) According to one transgender woman, “due to a lack of a DUI [Salvadoran ID document], we cannot do many things...I cannot study because my ID says I am a man.”\(^16\)

In violation of the 2001 HIV Law, the organization Asociación Atlacatl Vivo Positivo reported that educational institutions of all types excluded individuals on the basis of their HIV status.\(^17\) For example, this same group reported an incident in which a medical school forced a student to take an HIV test, and subsequently denied him admission on that basis.\(^18\)

According to the Director of Sexual Diversity, because of the lack of a “culture of denouncing” rights violations, few students and parents report discriminatory exclusion.\(^19\) Against this background, parents of LGBT students often do not follow through with filing complaints regarding discrimination against their children because, due to social stigma, family members accept such exclusion as appropriate or simply unavoidable.\(^20\)
Exclusion and Discrimination in Employment

LEGAL GUARANTEES TO EMPLOYMENT

The Salvadoran Constitution establishes the right to work and recognizes work as a “social function,” which enjoys the protection of the state. Article 37 of the Constitution further establishes that the state “shall promote the employment of all people with physical, mental or social limitations.” The Salvadoran Labor Code sets standards for work hours and overtime as well as specific protections for women. In May 2010, the Legislative Assembly enacted a workplace safety law requiring employers to provide a violence-free workplace, and establishing fines for employers who violate the new law.

The 2001 HIV Law guarantees that PLWHA have the right to not be fired or be demoted in salary, allowances, or work conditions. The penalty for violating the law is a fine equal to one month of the individual offender’s salary. El Salvador’s Labor Code prohibits employers from requesting HIV tests either of job applicants or current employees. Employers are forbidden from directly or indirectly distinguishing between employees due to HIV status, as well as from divulging an employee’s HIV status.

The Salvadoran labor force can be divided between formal and informal sectors. More than 1 million individuals are employed in the informal sector, accounting for more than one-third of the overall workforce. Of the female workforce, 55 percent are employed in the informal sector. El Salvador does not have a national minimum wage, but rather establishes minimum wages according to sector. Worker protections, including minimum wage, are reported to be more effectively enforced in the formal sector.

In 2010, El Salvador’s per capita gross national income was $3,360. Out of a population of more than 6 million, approximately 38.7 percent live below the poverty line. Due to a lack of disaggregated data, it is difficult to estimate how many LGBT individuals live in poverty. Nevertheless, the Director of Sexual Diversity stated that “a vast majority” of members of the LGBT community in El Salvador lived below the poverty line.

IDENTITY-BASED EXCLUSION IN EMPLOYMENT

Members of the LGBT community reported facing obstacles in securing employment due to discrimination by employers, which exacerbated the poverty and marginalization of the community.

While Presidential Decree 56 prohibits employment discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity in the public sector, there is no specific legislative or constitutional protection in the private sector, and advocates reported that private employers freely discriminated against LGBT individuals. Again, LGBT community members reported that when their sexual orientation and gender identity were not detected, they could at times avoid discrimination, but only by foregoing the expression of their identity. Concealing identity by “passing” comes at a high price and the inability or unwillingness to “pass” often resulted in discrimination and abuse. Transgender women reported that even when they were able to obtain jobs, they were often told by employers that they had to change their appearance to look like “men” or risk termination.

A representative of one transgender NGO, ASPIDH-Union Arcoiris, explained that having a Salvadoran identity document is critical to navigate many aspects of Salvadoran society. However, transgender individuals are not legally able to change their name and gender. According to a transgender advocate, transgender persons have requested to be photographed as they identify but were told by authorities that they were not allowed to do so. This gap had a profound impact on their access to education and employment opportunities.
As expressed by one transgender woman:

*We transwomen have a hard time in the work force. I work as a nurse. It is very hard for me to find a job because my name does not coincide with my physical appearance. We do not have a law yet which permits us to legally change our name. We are very rejected. At least gay men can get a job, as long as they behave in a certain manner, but for us it is harder and we suffer a lot.*

Despite the fact that the national identity document contains a space for an alternative name, or an “also known as” identity, it is rarely used and transgender individuals reported they have not been permitted to use this feature.

Notably, in August 2011, a Salvadoran family court ordered the Family Registry to change an individual’s birth certificate to correspond with her identity as a woman after she underwent sex reassignment surgery in the United States. While this is a positive legal development, transgender individuals who choose not to undergo medical procedures or do not have the financial means to do so, remain outside the scope of this legal precedent.

While some LGBT individuals may freely choose to enter sex work, members of one civil society group reported that many are driven to work in the sex industry because of a lack of employment opportunities resulting from discriminatory practices and legal restrictions. In particular, advocates noted that the pervasive social stigma transgender individuals face resulted in low educational levels, high rates of unemployment, and a high incidence of sex work.

The Director of COMCAVIS-TRANS stated that sex work can leave transgender women vulnerable to violence. Sex workers reported being harassed and beaten by Metropolitan Police Force (Cuerpos de Agentes Metropolitanos, also referred to as CAM) or National Civilian Police (Policía Nacional Civil, also referred to as PNC) officers and targeted by gang members for violence or extortion. (See Violence Section) Because the anti-gang legislation criminalizes any contribution to gangs, even if coerced, transgender sex workers who are extorted may find that their livelihood is further criminalized. Moreover, the overall economic context limits alternative sources of livelihood. One sex worker noted that sex workers are always told to “quit [sex work] and… do something else, but really in [El Salvador] there are no job opportunities with decent wages.”

**DISCRIMINATION IN THE COURSE OF EMPLOYMENT**

LGBT community members who were able to secure employment described patterns of discrimination in the workplace. LGBT individuals reported having to hide their sexual orientation while at work, especially in the private sector, or contend with insults and mistreatment. One factory supervisor noted that when employees and coworkers arrived for work, they would say to him “here comes the maricón” (derogatory term for gay male). Alejandra, a transgender woman, was continually referred to as a “sidosa” (AIDS infected, taken from SIDA which is the acronym for AIDS in Spanish) during the course of her employment at a bakery and reported that she was ultimately fired because of her gender identity.

In addition, several LGBT individuals recounted being assigned more difficult tasks than their coworkers, such as lifting heavy containers and being assigned to undesirable shifts. One transgender woman recalled being told to count all of the merchandise in a large warehouse with high shelves, and believed at the time “they were doing it to bother me, to discriminate against me.” Given gender-based wage disparities, one report finds that lesbian women and transgender women are particularly impacted by this type of discrimination on the job in addition to the obstacles resulting from their sexual orientation and/or gender identity.

Despite the prevalence of workplace discrimination, LGBT individuals reported that they were apprehensive about formally reporting discrimination because they believed they would be fired. Again, a lack of faith in the effectiveness of the legal system and fear of retaliation create disincentives to seeking redress.
HIV/AIDS TESTING BY EMPLOYERS

Discrimination on the basis of HIV status is still prevalent, with a 2010 study by the Salvadoran Ministry of Public Health and Social Assistance finding 31.4 percent of PLWHA in El Salvador experienced some form of discrimination due to their HIV status, including reports of denial of public services and loss of employment. More specifically, the study estimated that one in five PLWHA has suffered some form of labor discrimination due to HIV status with 19 percent reporting the loss of employment due to the individual’s HIV status.

Despite the 2001 HIV Law and Labor Code Article 30, which make it illegal for employers to require HIV testing from their employees, one NGO working with PLWHA reported that these practices were still prevalent. Another group stated that the main violators were private companies, which required HIV testing as a prerequisite to employment or as a condition of continued employment. HIV advocacy groups reported that one fast food chain was known to systematically require HIV tests. Another HIV advocacy group reported instances in which employers required domestic workers to be tested before being allowed to enter their employers’ homes for work.

The NGO, Asociación Atlacatl Vivo Positivo also reported that some employers found ways around the legal proscriptions against testing through “hidden means” which implicate the right to privacy. One HIV/AIDS advocate described employers obtaining test results directly from a health care provider when information was released to the employer rather than the employee. The same advocate noted that in maquiladoras [assembly factories] employees who requested time off for multiple medical appointments raised the suspicion of employers who then investigated the employees and, in some cases, ultimately fired the workers in question.

LIMITED LEGAL OPTIONS

The options for legal recourse available to those who have faced workplace discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity are limited. This is primarily due to the lack of antidiscrimination laws and constitutional protections specifically aimed at LGBT individuals. The Public Defender’s Office (Procuraduría General de la República, also referred to as PGR) provides free legal representation to criminal defendants as well as to low-income and vulnerable individuals in a variety of legal matters, including labor discrimination cases in both the private and public sector.

However, Deputy Ombudsman of Labor, Property, and Personal Rights of the PGR reported that the office had never pursued an employment discrimination claim based on sexual orientation or gender identity in court. Furthermore, cases with the PGR can take anywhere from two months to two years to reach a resolution. Given the lack of legal protections and the institutional barriers, LGBT individuals have little recourse when facing private sector workplace discrimination.

PLWHA also face weak legal protections due to the lack of enforcement of existing safeguards. While the current HIV Law does provide concrete legal protections, a study found that only 57.4 percent of PLWHA interviewed knew about the law. Of those who were aware of it, 22.5 percent reported having their rights violated as a PLWHA, but only 12.4 percent took any steps to seek redress, primarily due to fear of stigma and intimidation, lack of confidence in the system, and lack of financial resources to do so. According to the same PGR Deputy Ombudsman, the PGR has been involved in very few HIV-based discrimination cases and commented that in termination cases “it is difficult to prove motive.” This same official reported that there was no plan within the PGR to increase capacity or to develop this practice area.
Achievements and Remaining Challenges

Despite the 2001 HIV Law, Presidential Decree 56, Labor Code protections, and constitutional guarantees, LGBT individuals face serious discrimination that limits the full enjoyment of their educational and employment rights.

The issuance of Presidential Decree 56, which bans discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity in the public service, is a positive step, but only applies to the public sector. This leaves private actors, including employers and educational institutions, beyond the reach of any legal protections for members of the LGBT community. One advocate described Decree 56 as “purely declaratory” in nature, with no practical effect on protecting LGBT rights.

A proposed HIV Law, if passed, would require various ministries, including the Ministries of Education and Work, to share responsibility for the eradication of HIV discrimination. The proposed law also aims to guarantee the civil rights of workers with HIV, and encourages employers not to discriminate against employees based on sexual orientation but stops short of prohibiting such discrimination.

The Ombudsman for the Defense of Human Rights (Procuraduría para la Defensa de los Derechos Humanos, also referred to as PDDH), and in particular its HIV department, advances employment rights for PLWHA and LGBT individuals, but its capabilities to address employment discrimination are limited, given its focus on the public sector. While the PGR litigates private employment discrimination claims, the PGR's representation of PLWHA in employment discrimination cases has been minimal despite the 2001 HIV Law providing some legal basis for such claims. Without a clear legal basis for LGBT-based claims, advocates reported that private sector discrimination against LGBT individuals continues unabated. The lack of an enforcement mechanism to redress employment discrimination against LGBT individuals combines with the absence of a “culture of complaints” in both the public and private sectors to limit the opportunities for LGBT individuals to vindicate their employment rights through both the PGR and PDDH.
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Conclusion and Recommendations

In assessing the human rights situation of LGBT individuals in El Salvador, this report reflects the priority issues raised by affected community members and advocates. As part of an analysis of the current legal framework, advances as well as obstacles to the realization of human rights for LGBT individuals are identified. What follows are recommendations for action by the government to address the community-identified priority areas. While certain initiatives, such as Presidential Decree 56, represent a step toward recognizing the human rights of LGBT individuals, more work remains to achieve full and meaningful implementation of these protections. Where legal protections are absent, legislative reform, institutional action, and education and training are imperative to bring El Salvador into compliance with its international human rights obligations. The government is called upon to progressively implement these recommendations in close collaboration with LGBT civil society groups in order to respond to community needs and create durable solutions. El Salvador stands at the brink of opportunity to solidify the human rights of LGBT individuals, thus strengthening all of its institutions and distinguishing itself as a model in the region.

The following measures are recommended:

**LEGISLATIVE REFORM**

To the President and Legislative Assembly:

» Amend Article 3 of the Constitution to include LGBT individuals as a protected class based on sexual orientation and gender identity to ensure the full enjoyment of all constitutional rights;

» Pass anti-discrimination legislation explicitly protecting LGBT individuals from all forms of discrimination, including in education and employment, in both the public and private sector;

» Pass legislation providing for the legal recognition of the right to identity and permitting individuals to change their name and gender on official identity documents (DUI) without any requirement of sexual reassignment surgery or other medical interventions. In the interim, allow transgender individuals to use the “also known as” option to include the name with which they identify on their DUI;

» Amend the penal code through legislation that specifically protects the LGBT community against threats and violence and recognizes LGBT hate crimes; and

» Pass and fully implement the proposed HIV Law.

**INSTITUTIONAL ACTION**

To the National Civilian Police and the Office of the Attorney General:

» Immediately open an investigation of the murders of members of the LGBT community in a transparent process, including the homicides that took place during the summer of 2009;

» Expand and deepen training of police officers on their human rights obligations and duty to adhere to Presidential Decree 56;
Collect disaggregated data on LGBT crime victims and establish a system for classifying those crimes which could be considered LGBT hate crimes, including protocols for police response to crime scenes and guidelines for the Attorney General’s Office;

Institute a zero tolerance policy for members of law enforcement who commit physical or sexual assault and harass or discriminate against LGBT individuals and where violations occur impose severe sanctions;

Develop safeguards within the complaint process for members of the LGBT community who file reports of abuse against police officers and private parties; and

Apply the Special Integral Law for a Life Free of Violence for Women in cases involving transgender, lesbian, and bisexual women where appropriate.

To the Ombudsman for the Defense of Human Rights (PDDH):

Increase the staffing and resources of the HIV Unit to receive and investigate complaints on behalf of PLWHA; and

Continue to monitor compliance with Presidential Decree 56 and Ministerial Decree 202, and impose sanctions for violations.

To the Public Defender’s Office (PGR):

Expand the capacity of the Worker’s Rights Defense Unit to represent PLWHA through the assignment of staff focused on claims against employers who discriminate based on HIV status as well as those who require HIV testing or seek to ascertain the HIV status of their employees;

Provide confidential mechanisms for the reporting of illegal testing and safeguards against retaliation;

Begin to receive, investigate, and litigate claims against educational institutions that deny equal access to LGBT students or children of LGBT parents and students living with HIV/AIDS or children of PLWHA; and

Promote reporting by LGBT individuals and PLWHA of instances of discrimination in education, employment, family law, and other sectors.

To the Ministry of Health:

Increase access to integrated care for PLWHA, including treatment for opportunistic infections, access to vitamins, and treatment for other health issues;

Ensure that private security guards are appropriately trained on non-discrimination and sanctioned for restricting access to care, harassing patients, or violating confidentiality standards; and

Collaborate with the Salvadoran Social Security Institute (ISSS) to better coordinate treatment for PLWHA across the two health systems.

To the Ministry of Education:

Strengthen the complaint system and inform students and parents about their rights and how to bring claims against institutions and individuals that discriminate on the basis of gender identity, sexual orientation, or HIV status to ensure the fulfillment of the right to education.
TRAINING AND PUBLIC AWARENESS

To the Ombudsman for the Defense of Human Rights (PDDH):

» Implement a comprehensive training plan in cooperation with the Sexual Diversity Directorate for all government employees, including police, regarding Presidential Decree 56 and their duties to fulfill its mandate; and

» Increase public awareness about the Presidential Decree 56 and Ministerial Decree 202, the rights protections afforded to LGBT individuals and PLWHA through these and other mechanisms, and encourage the reporting of rights violations.

To the Public Defender’s Office (PGR):

» Launch a public information campaign about the illegality of HIV testing by employers in both the public and private sector; and

» Increase awareness within the PGR regarding the LGBT community and PLWHA in order for personnel to identify and respond to specific forms of discrimination facing these communities.

To the Ministry of Health:

» Expand training of all categories of health sector employees about the requirements of Ministerial Decree 202 and sanctions for violating its mandate;

» Provide training regarding the health needs of LGBT individuals and PLWHA in order to improve the provision of health services and reduce the stigma afflicting those individuals and the professionals who treat them;

» Continue to increase awareness among patients about their rights and promote reporting of violations; and

» Increase access to sexual education, HIV testing and condoms, and implement other initiatives outlined in the National Strategic Multi-sector Plan to the Response of HIV/AIDS 2011-2015.

To the Ministry of Education:

» Initiate an education campaign aimed at sensitizing educators and administrators and reinforcing the obligations of schools to provide equal education in a safe place for all students, regardless of their sexual orientation, gender identity, or HIV status or that of their family members.
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